Getting older doesn’t mean you have to
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Just ask us, we’re 102!
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innovative
fulfilling
personal
welcoming
... home

“I applaud Jewish Geriatric Services’
plans to build a new and
separate Rehabilitation
Center offering patients
private rooms, designated
care teams and the
comforts of home. I
can think of no better
environment to regain one’s
strength and independence and
return home with confidence!”
--Seymour Frankel,
Former Rehabilitation Resident

Project Transformation Initiatives:
Build a state-of-the-art Short-Term Care
Rehabilitation Center designed in the Small
House model of care.

Convert the A-1 and A-2 Units of the Leavitt
Family Jewish Home into the Small House
model of care.

Perform upgrades to Ruth’s House, our
assisted living residence.

Perform upgrades to the Leavitt Family
Jewish Home.

Expand and relocate Wernick Adult Day
Health Care Center to offer a specialized
program for those dealing with dementia
and early Alzheimer’s Disease.

“The Small House model
provides flexibility
and choice for each
resident with a
personalized team of
multi-skilled staff, along
with an environment that
encourages residents to be
an active participant in their
care and treatments.”
-- Martin Baicker, FACHE
President and CEO

“The key is to make people
feel that this is their
home. Each Small
House is just that– a
home. The design and
technology represent the
absolute cutting edge of
responsiveness to elders’ needs.”
--Frank Colaccino and Jeff Grodsky,
Co-Chairs, Building Committee

“Traditionally, long-term care facilities have required residents to adjust their
lives to the routines of the institution - when to wake up, when to eat, when
to exercise. Residents usually live their lives in the company of a roommate
and have limited privacy. With Small House we are putting the needs, desires
and privacy of our residents first. Residents live longer and more satisfying
lives and often require less medication.”
--Dr. Martin Broder,
Chair, Small House Model of Care Committee

Dear Friends,
For more than a century, Jewish Geriatric Services (JGS) has provided the highest quality
healthcare to individuals confronting the challenges of aging. Today, recognizing the need to
serve a much broader population, JGS and its Board of Directors are seizing the opportunity
to deliver the most advanced elder care and rehabilitative services.
Through strategic planning, guided by top leaders in the field, we are embracing a bold new
vision called Project Transformation: A New World of Care. It’s about the future. It’s about
a new philosophy, a new architecture, and a new look for our entire organization. Central to
the vision is the Small House model of care – a transformation of our institutional facilities to
introduce the warmth and comfort of home.
The Small House design helps people thrive in comfortable spaces that feel like home.
Residents actively participate in their own care and treatment, benefiting from the
personalized care of consistently assigned and well trained professionals. The results? Better
health outcomes, more interaction between staff and residents, improved quality of life!

F R O M T R A D I T I O N A L ...
Re-evaluating the resident experience

Project Transformation will become a reality during the next five years. Our plans include
the building of a new state-of-the-art Short-Term Care/Rehabilitation Center in the Small
House model, the conversion of the A-1 and A-2 units of our nursing home into six Small
Houses, and significant enhancements to Ruth’s House, our assisted living residence, the
Leavitt Family Jewish Home, and the Wernick Adult Day Health Care Center.

Traditional nursing homes are characterized by strict schedules, long hallways
that are cluttered with medical equipment and supplies, shared rooms, and
central nursing stations. The institutional feeling is evident to our residents and
families who visit every day. For many residents, a traditional nursing home
just isn’t a home at all!

We invite you to learn more about Project Transformation: A New World of Care. Proud of
our century long commitment to honor our elders, Jewish Geriatric Services serves all faiths.
Come and be a part of our bold new vision. Please help us fulfill our sacred promise to care
for this generation and all who will follow.

Our nursing home, built in 1972, is designed in the traditional model of
rehabilitation and long-term elder care. Our rehabilitation residents, here for
a short stay to gain their strength before returning home, co-reside in a unit
with our long-term care residents, when they really should have their own
distinct environment. Our rehabilitation residents are also placed in semiprivate rooms, when almost all of them would substantially benefit from
having a private room. Our building lacks the modern amenities and advances
in technology that today’s consumers expect. Work assignments often leave
nurses and our direct care staff less able to engage personally with residents.

Sincerely,

Susan B. Kline,
Chair, Project Transformation

Stephen N
N. Krevalin
Chair, Project Transformation

Overall, today’s “system” simply isn’t as responsive to individuals’ needs as it
should - and can be.
Jewish Geriatric Services has engaged the architectural firm of
Perkins Eastman as well as Jude Rabig, Ph.D., two of the foremost
experts on culture change and small house design in the United
States, to assist in the design of each facility.
Perkins Eastman - Air Force Villages
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Progressive Thinking...
HOW DOES THE SMALL HOUSE PROVIDE A
TRANSFORMATIONAL SOLUTION?

Please join us!
WHAT’S WRONG WITH THE
TRADITIONAL MODEL?

Project Transformation:
A New World of Care is...
...a means to help those people we honor most – our elders.
This exciting Campaign offers a wonderful opportunity for
you to become our partner in continuing a century-old
mission. Today we can “honor our mother and father” in a
way we never dreamed possible. Dignity. Privacy. Personal
Relationships. Improved Health. The Comfort of Home.
This is the life we envision for our elders and those
seeking rehabilitative care. Project Transformation will
ensure that the changing needs and expectations of our
seniors are met today, tomorrow and long into the future.
Please join us in creating the best possible environment
for all who need the services of Jewish Geriatric Services.
Your generous contribution today will be your legacy of
caring – our shared legacy – for generations to come.

Dated Amenities: Today we lack the “perks”

...T O T R A N S F O R M AT I O N A L
The goal is to enhance resident dignity,
independence and quality of life
A Small House model of care at Jewish Geriatric Services not only changes the
physical layout, but modernizes the way our staff will deliver care. Staff will now
work in designated care teams and have enriched interactions with residents,
decreasing social isolation and leading to deeper relationships between
residents and staff. The result: a higher quality of care for our residents and
higher job satisfaction for our staff.
Small House features include modern amenities and technology for residents
and staff - such as: wireless internet access, flat screen TVs, wireless call systems,
electronic medical records and much more. Residents in our new Rehabilitation
Center will enjoy private rooms and bathrooms, a community environment
complete with an accessible kitchen, family-style meals, communal living room,
large dining room, and screened porch.

“A test of a people is how it
behaves toward the old.”
– Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel

Of greatest significance is the impact of the Small House model on the
well-being of residents. Evidence shows that this improved environment
leads to reduced use of medications, increase in appetites, and improved
physical condition. Most importantly, residents feel they are where they belong
- at home.

that those who use our services have come to
expect, such as new technology, ample natural
lighting, choice and flexibility in dining and
private living.

Co-Residing: Short-term care rehabilitation
residents reside in the same nursing unit as
long-stay residents, even though they are often
younger and healthier. This mix is simply not
the optimal healing environment.
Less satisfied staff : Nurses’ stations, rotating
staff, and a less personal environment
can decrease staff engagement and job
satisfaction, contributing to higher employee
turnover.

Shared Rooms: Because of limited private
rooms, residents are often placed in
semi-private rooms. It is difficult for residents to
secure the privacy they deserve to enjoy time
alone or with friends and family.

Reduced quality of life: Institutional features
are the norm: long hallways, one main
entrance, visible medical equipment and
central nursing stations. Residents are also
constrained by an institutional schedule,
regardless of personal needs.

Modern Amenities: Each resident’s room will be
equipped with what would be expected in a modern
environment: wireless internet access, a flat screen
television, wireless call systems, and comfortable
furnishings.

Privacy: The new state-of-the-art Rehabilitation
Center will be separated from the long-stay facility,
leading to enhanced quality of experience and
improved healthcare results for both populations.

Richer staff-patient relationships: Personalized
teams of multi-skilled staff will promote enhanced
personal resident-caregiver relationships, leading to
better healthcare outcomes and improved quality of
life. Higher staff job satisfaction and a team approach
to care will reduce turnover.

Private Rooms: Each resident in the new
Rehabilitation Center will have a private bedroom
with ample natural lighting, an easily accessible bath
and shower, and their own temperature control. In
the long term care renovation, we will increase the
proportion of private rooms and each Small House
will have a deluxe spa for private bathing.
Enhanced quality of life: Each Small House will
feature a comfortable living room, dining room,
den, soothing fireplace and large kitchen, all in an
easy-to-maneuver open floor plan. All finishes will be
warm and residential. There will be no long hallways,
nurses’ stations, or visible medical equipment/
supplies. Residents will have many choices in aspects
of their care and there will be no rigid schedules. In
addition, a stunning windowed gathering space,
housing a Kosher Café, will connect the nursing
home to the new Rehabilitation Center. This will
offer a wonderful new area where residents, families,
visitors and staff can congregate.
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“I applaud Jewish Geriatric Services’
plans to build a new and
separate Rehabilitation
Center offering patients
private rooms, designated
care teams and the
comforts of home. I
can think of no better
environment to regain one’s
strength and independence and
return home with confidence!”
--Seymour Frankel,
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Project Transformation Initiatives:
Build a state-of-the-art Short-Term Care
Rehabilitation Center designed in the Small
House model of care.

Convert the A-1 and A-2 Units of the Leavitt
Family Jewish Home into the Small House
model of care.

Perform upgrades to Ruth’s House, our
assisted living residence.

Perform upgrades to the Leavitt Family
Jewish Home.

Expand and relocate Wernick Adult Day
Health Care Center to offer a specialized
program for those dealing with dementia
and early Alzheimer’s Disease.

“The Small House model
provides flexibility
and choice for each
resident with a
personalized team of
multi-skilled staff, along
with an environment that
encourages residents to be
an active participant in their
care and treatments.”
-- Martin Baicker, FACHE
President and CEO

“The key is to make people
feel that this is their
home. Each Small
House is just that– a
home. The design and
technology represent the
absolute cutting edge of
responsiveness to elders’ needs.”
--Frank Colaccino and Jeff Grodsky,
Co-Chairs, Building Committee

“Traditionally, long-term care facilities have required residents to adjust their
lives to the routines of the institution - when to wake up, when to eat, when
to exercise. Residents usually live their lives in the company of a roommate
and have limited privacy. With Small House we are putting the needs, desires
and privacy of our residents first. Residents live longer and more satisfying
lives and often require less medication.”
--Dr. Martin Broder,
Chair, Small House Model of Care Committee
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Dedicated by Ruth and David B. Katz
The Ruth and Ralph G. Webber Family

Spectrum Home Health and Hospice Care
In the Nirenberg Health Administration Building

Wernick Adult Day Health Care Center
Dedicated by Dorothy and Zane Wernick

Genesis House
On the Harold Grinspoon Campus

JGS Program

The Frances B. Cohen Palliative Care Program

Development Office Contact
770 Converse Street,
Longmeadow, MA 01106
413-567-3949 x1612
shalpern@jewishgeriatric.org
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

1. WHAT IS JEWISH GERIATRIC SERVICES’ CURRENT ROLE IN PROVIDING CARE
FOR SENIORS IN OUR COMMUNITY?
Established in 1912, Jewish Geriatric Services (JGS) is a leader among non-profit senior health
care communities in western Massachusetts. Through innovative approaches, JGS offers choices
in residential life, wellness, rehabilitation and healthcare. On its Longmeadow campus, Jewish
Geriatric Services houses:
• Leavitt Family Jewish Home - a 200-bed skilled nursing home offering long-term and
short-term nursing care, restorative and rehabilitation services and specialized Alzheimer’s
care.
• Ruth’s House - an Assisted Living Residence for people who value their independence but
may require some assistance with activities of daily living. Ruth’s House offers 64 private
or companion suites, as well as common areas, so residents can gather and socialize with
friends. The Garden Level of Ruth’s House is a separate, secure neighborhood designed
and staffed to meet the needs of residents with early to mid-stage Alzheimer’s disease and
related memory impairments.
• Wernick Adult Day Health Care Center - a trusted resource for families looking for a safe
and comfortable adult day health environment for their loved one, providing a positive,
dynamic setting that promotes social interaction and stimulation.
• Spectrum Home Health and Hospice Care - dedicated to providing adults with a full
range of professional healthcare and rehabilitation services, delivered in the privacy and
comfort of their own home. Hospice services are available in one’s home or in a residential
healthcare facility.
• Genesis House - consists of 109 apartments availible for those with low to moderate
income who are over the age 62, designed to meet the needs of independent seniors.
• The Frances B. Cohen Palliative Care Program - is dedicated to providing pain and
symptom management, emotional and spiritual support to those facing chronic, debilitating
or life-threatening illness. Our interdisciplinary team works with residents, clients and
their families to foster a sense of personal control, maintain and improve quality of life, and
relieve suffering.

2. WHAT DOES PROJECT TRANSFORMATION: A NEW WORLD OF CARE MEAN?
It is the rallying expression to reimagine the way we care for our elders, assuring their
continued dignity and wellbeing, and the highest quality of care. Project Transformation honors
our past achievements and affirms our promise to develop innovative programs and services
to benefit our community, today and in the future. One of the fundamental elements of this
transformation is the adoption of the Small House model of care, which further advances our
ongoing journey of culture change and its person centered approach to delivering care. The
results have been remarkably successful across the country.

3. WHAT IS CULTURE CHANGE AND THE SMALL HOUSE MODEL OF CARE?
Culture change calls for a change in attitudes toward aging and elders; a change in elders’
attitudes towards themselves and their aging; and a change in the attitudes and behavior
of caregivers toward those for whom they care. Culture change is a national movement,
transforming long-term care from an institutionalized care model to a person centered care
model where residents can live meaningful and engaged lives, maintaining their independence
for as long as possible. A person’s quality of care and quality of life are inseparable and equally
important. Care decisions respond not only to the needs of the resident, but to the resident’s
own directives. Residents help plan their daily care and participate in care plan decisions.
(Continued on back)

The individual is at the center of all care plans and decisions. For example, residents decide what
time they wake in the morning, how meals are served, when baths are given, and what activities they
choose to participate in. In hospitals and many long term care facilities, patients have to adjust to the
institutional needs. In the culture change model of care, the institution does the adjusting!
Small House is the generic name for a deinstitutionalized nursing home that recognizes the
limitations of our nation’s traditional medical model of care, and seeks to integrate a social model of
service where the person cared for is afforded the greatest degree of autonomy, dignity and personal
choice. The architecture and environment is not merely home-like, but strives to incorporate the
warm and comforting amenities of a real home. Each small house is designed for a community of
8-12 individuals, staffed by a self-directed work team of highly trained workers who assist residents
with their activities of daily living and also manage their chronic disease. These activites include
meal planning, cooking, laundry, personal care and resident-centered activities. This model fosters
deeper relationships between residents and staff and an increased sense of security and well-being, in
addition to greater staff satisfaction.
Our nursing home, originally built in 1972, was designed in keeping with best practice at that time.
It was the traditional institutional nursing home model reflective of hospitals, with central nursing
stations and long corridors with rooms on both sides. Linen carts and other equipment often line
the hallways. Our 1998 Regeneration Program and renovations were the beginning or our adoption
of culture change, introducing the concept of distinct neighborhoods and a less institutional and
more home-like environment. Today, culture change goes further in transforming care for our elders.
It recognizes that relationships are the fundamental building blocks of a transformed culture, and
community is the antidote to institutionalization. It acknowledges that all elders are entitled to
self-determination, wherever they live, and supports resident directed care. Care environments are
warm, private, cohesive spaces modeled on the concept of a neighborhood or small house. Jewish
Geriatric Services recognizes that culture change is an ongoing journey of deep transformation, and we
are committed to continuing our journey.

4. WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF ADOPTING THE SMALL HOUSE MODEL OF CARE AND
CULTURE CHANGE?
Adoption of the Small House model of care and embracing culture change in our new Short-Term Care
Rehabilitation Center and the nursing home will result in the follow positive outcomes:
• Reduced use of medications
• Increased appetites
• Improved physical condition
• Increased resident satisfaction, engagement and overall well-being
• Engaged caregivers who feel more empowered and enjoy the personal contact with residents
• Committed caregivers who are more personally satisfied and more likely to stay on the job
• Improved staff organization that is less hierarchal, eliminating separate departments for food,
laundry, and maintenance and ultimately resulting in reduced costs
• Improved business model, with a more significant reimbursement for services, including an
increase in Medicare and Private Pay beds

5. WHAT IS THE CURRENT REHABILITATION PROGRAM AT JEWISH GERIATRIC
SERVICES AND WHY IS A NEW REHABILITATION CENTER NEEDED?
Our existing short-term medical rehabilitation program was built to standards of care in the early
1970’s utilizing a hospital design and model of care. Rehabilitation patients live in the same nursing
unit with long-term care skilled nursing home residents. Our existing program accommodates 20
patients, in 12 private rooms and 4 semi-private rooms. Our short-term rehabilitation program

provides a comfortable bridge for patients discharged from an acute care hospital who are not yet
ready to return home, as well as any person referred by a physician with chronic pain, injuries or
impairments. Today, the Small House model of care, implemented in a separate rehabilitation setting
and offering a separate physical location and identity, has been proven to provide improvements
to the quality of experience, quality of care and quality of life of rehabilitation patients. Our new
Rehabilitation Center will offer private rooms, private showers and modern amenities, as well as a
comfortable living room, dining room, den, soothing fireplace and large kitchen. The rooms are laid
out in an easy to maneuver open floor plan, where residents will be able to recuperate in the comfort
of home. Building a new Rehabilitation Center is the right thing to do to meet these new concepts of
care!

6. WHAT ELEMENTS OF THE NEW SHORT‑TERM CARE REHABILITATION CENTER WILL
BE UNIQUE?
In addition to the Small House model of design and care, unique features include:
• Private Ambulance Entrance, providing greater privacy.
• The new Short‑Term Care Rehabilitation Center will connect to the existing nursing home via a
bright and airy Promenade, housing a new Kosher Café and comfortable sitting areas. This will be
a stunning space and a great place for families, residents, staff and visitors to congregate and visit.
We hope it will also develop into a destination for community members to enjoy.
• A new adjacent courtyard will offer an outdoor gathering space with beautiful sitting areas and
gardens.

7. WHAT HAS BEEN THE PLANNING PROCESS TO IDENTIFY THE CURRENT NEEDS AND
EMBRACE THE CURRENT CHANGES UNDERWAY?
The Future Vision Task Force of Jewish Geriatric Services, a strategic planning committee, recognized
changing consumer needs and expectations, researched current trends and best practice models
in healthcare, consulted with experts in the field, made on-site visits to healthcare organizations
addressing the same issues, and identified five current priorities. In addition, a market demand study
was conducted by a market research firm with expertise in the healthcare and the rehabilitation
industry. The Board unanimously approved the initiatives that define Project Transformation. Our
residents, staff, and families of those we serve have had the opportunity to provide input to our plans.

8. WHAT WILL BE THE LONG-TERM FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS OF THESE CHANGES?
Our studies indicate these changes will have a substantial positive impact on enhancing the viability
of our long term financial business model, through a rebalancing of our payer mix and enhancements
in our reimbursement mechanisms.

9. WHAT STEPS HAVE BEEN TAKEN TO ENSURE THE COST-EFFECTIVENESS OF THE
PROJECTS?
Every aspect of the projects has been scrutinized, compared to similar facilities, and put out to bid to
ensure optimum value and cost effectiveness. We conducted a market study and prepared a detailed
pro forma using our own projections and the best comparative data available, that was independently
confirmed by a national accounting firm. We brought to bear our extensive experience operating
as a nursing and rehabilitation center in Massachusetts. Several committees of community leaders
with diversified experience and expertise in healthcare, building construction, architectural design,
community approval processes and financing have been and continue to steward the development and
implementation of Project Transformation.

10. HOW WILL PROJECT TRANSFORMATION BE FUNDED?
The project will be funded by a $9 Million community based fundraising campaign, a $10 Million bank
loan and a contribution of $1 Million from JGS reserves.

11. WHY DOESN’T JEWISH GERIATRIC SERVICES USE ITS EXISTING RESERVES?
As a non-profit organization, our entire program and campus is supported by our reserves, which
provide a financial safety net. They permit JGS to respond quickly to critical and urgent needs, to
capitalize on opportunities, to expand strategically and initiate new programs not covered by annual
revenue. They help us bridge the revenue gap created by systemic government under reimbursement
of our services. They serve as a source of subsidies for residents at Ruth’s House with demonstrated
need for financial support. They are what make us credit worthy and underwrite our ability to meet
our financial covenants. JGS will make a contribution of $1 Million from its reserves to help fund the
projects.

12. WHAT IS THE TIMETABLE FOR THE CONSTRUCTION AND RENOVATION?
Upgrades to Ruth’s House and the Leavitt Family Jewish Home began in May 2014. We anticipate
breaking ground for our new Short Term Care Rehabilitation Center during the early fall of 2014
and opening approximately 12-14 months later, in the winter of 2015. Immediately following, we
will commence renovations to the two A Units of the Leavitt Family Jewish Home, to integrate the
Small House model of care, targeting completion in the fall of 2016. Wernick Adult Day Health Care
is scheduled to be relocated and expanded to offer a specialized program for those dealing with
dementia and early Alzheimer’s Disease. Relocation will commence in the fall of 2014, targeting
completion in the fall of 2015.

13. WHY SHOULD I CONTRIBUTE TO THIS FUNDRAISING CAMPAIGN?
Supporting quality care for our community’s elders is a great opportunity to help perpetuate
something meaningful and worthwhile. This is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for donors to
contribute to a project of historic and lasting significance and to strengthen the future of eldercare
in our community. Your financial support will dramatically improve the way in which our community
cares for its older members and is an investment in the security and wellbeing of future generations
needing the services and care offered by Jewish Geriatric Services. In addition, your donation to Project
Transformation fulfills a legacy of support that was begun in 1912 by the Daughters of Zion.
“As others planted for me…so am I planting for the generations who come after me.”
- Talmud: Taanit 23a

14. WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENT WAYS TO GIVE?
There are many ways to make a contribution to Project Transformation. We accept gifts of cash,
pledges made over a period of years, the transfer of securities and/or real estate, the assignment of
life insurance, and distributions from IRAs. Planned gifts can take the form of a bequest, gift annuity,
or an interest from a charitable remainder trust of a charitable lead trust. All gifts will be suitably
recognized and may be given as memorials or tributes to loved ones and are fully tax deductible.

15. HOW WILL THE SUPPORT OF PROJECT TRANSFORMATION BE RECOGNIZED?
A full array of naming opportunities will be available to donors of $25,000 or more (payable over a
five year period) through dedications of physical spaces, programs and positions, and these gifts will
be recognized on a major gifts wall of recognition, as well as listed in printed materials and online.
Donations between $5,000 - $24,999 will be recognized on an independent wall of recognition
as well as listed in printed materials and online. Donations under $5,000 will be listed in printed
materials and online.

D E D I C AT I O N & R E C O G N I T I O N

D E D I C AT I O N O P P O R T U N I T I E S ( L I S T E D BY L O C AT I O N A N D T Y P E )

SHORT-TERM REHABILITATION CENTER &
PROMENADE

NUMBER OF
OPPORTUNITIES

- Rehabilitation Center^

1

- Rehabilitation House

2

- Promenade

1

- New Café

1

- New Healing Garden^

1

- Major Donor Wall

1

- Café Kitchen

1

- Dining Room

2

- Living Room

2

- Kitchen

2

- Lobby / Vestibule

1

- Exterior Portico^

1

- Therapeutic Gymnasium

2

- Therapeutic Spa

2

- Den

2

- Mezuzah Main Entrance^

1

- Gallery Corridors

4

- Windows on the Green

1

- Café Counter

1

- Café Coffee Bar

1

- Café Large Seating Area

1 (A)

- Front Entry Garden^

1

- Reflection Garden^

1

- Terrace Garden^

1

- Elevator

1

- Resident Room

24

- Fireplace

2

- Screened Porch

2

- Mezuzah House

2

- Medicine Office

2

- Café Seating Area on the Green

1 (B)

- Café Sitting Nook

2 (C & D)

- Cascading Garden^

1

- Laundry Room

2

- Pantry

2

^ = Indicates Exterior Dedication

DONATION
AMOUNT
$2,000,000
$1,000,000
$1,000,000
$500,000
$180,000
$100,000
$100,000
$100,000
$100,000
$100,000
$100,000
$100,000
$50,000
$50,000
$50,000
$50,000
$50,000
$50,000
$50,000
$50,000
$50,000
$50,000
$50,000
$50,000
$50,000
$36,000
$36,000
$36,000
$36,000
$36,000
$36,000
$36,000
$36,000
$25,000
$25,000

A UNIT JNH SMALL HOUSE RENOVATION

NUMBER OF
OPPORTUNITIES

DONATION
AMOUNT

-- Neighborhood (Floor)

2

-- Small House

6

-- Kitchen - Houses B1 and B2 (18 beds)

2

-- Living Room

6

-- Dining Room

6

-- Kitchen- House A (10 Beds)

2

-- Private Dining Room

2

-- Therapeutic Spa (Tub)

2

-- Lobby Art Gallery

2

-- Elevator

2

-- Library Nook

2

-- Meeting Room

2

-- Art Gallery

6

-- Spa (Shower/Changing Area/Vanity/Toilet)

6

-- Mezuzah

6

-- Pantry

4

-- Fireplace

6

-- Medicine Room

2

-- Resident Rooms

48

$500,000
$180,000
$100,000
$75,000
$75,000
$50,000
$50,000
$50,000
$50,000
$50,000
$36,000
$36,000
$36,000
$36,000
$36,000
$25,000
$25,000
$25,000
$25,000

LEAVITT FAMILY JEWISH HOME
-- Entry Driveway^/ “…” Way

1

-- Main Portico

1

-- Primary Major Donor Wall

1

-- Playground^

1

-- Front Entry Garden^ - 1

1

-- Executive Suite

1

-- Front Entry Garden^ - 2

1

-- Chief Executive Officer’s Office

1

-- Financial Operations Center

1

-- Hospice Office Suite

1

-- Spectrum Executive Suite

1

-- Bocci Court^

1

-- Chief Medical Officer’s Office

1

-- Vice President of Philanthropy Office

1

-- Human Resources Office Suite

1

-- Marketing & Public Relations Office

1

-- Activities Director’s Office

1

-- Assistant Director of Nursing Office

1

-- Case Management Office

1

^ = Indicates Exterior Dedication

$250,000
$180,000
$180,000
$180,000
$100,000
$75,000
$75,000
$50,000
$50,000
$50,000
$50,000
$36,000
$36,000
$36,000
$36,000
$36,000
$25,000
$25,000
$25,000

LEAVITT FAMILY JEWISH NURSING HOME
(CONTINUED)

NUMBER OF
OPPORTUNITIES

- Development Office Suite

1

- Staff Education Office

1

- Spectrum Administrative Offices

1

- Nursing Home Resident Room

DONATION
AMOUNT
$25,000
$25,000
$25,000
$25,000

RUTH’S HOUSE - ASSISTED LIVING
- Floor

1

- Alzheimer’s Garden^

1

- New All Season Room (Garden Level)

1

- Kosher Kitchen

1

- Dining Room (Garden Level)

1

- Wing

4

- Kosher Kitchen (Garden Level)

1

- Solarium

1

- Elevator

2

- Barber/Beauty Shop

1

- Activities Room (Garden Level)

1

- Movie Room (Garden Level)

1

- Living Room (Garden Level)

1

- New Café

1

- Reception / Mail Room

1

- Beauty Salon (Garden Level)

1

- Garden^

4

- Large One Bedroom Apartments

8

- Care Manager’s Office (Garden Level)

1

- Activities Office (Garden Level)

1

- Resident Storage (Garden Level)

1

- Bathtique / Spa (Garden Level)

1

- Activities Director’s Office

1

- Director of Resident Care Office

1

- Nurses Office

1

- Wellness Office

1

- Fitness Room

1

- Window Seat

2

- Resident Laundry Room

5

- One Bedroom Apartments & Companion Suites

52

$250,000
$180,000
$100,000
$100,000
$75,000
$75,000
$50,000
$50,000
$50,000
$36,000
$36,000
$36,000
$36,000
$36,000
$36,000
$36,000
$36,000
$36,000
$25,000
$25,000
$25,000
$25,000
$25,000
$25,000
$25,000
$25,000
$25,000
$25,000
$25,000
$25,000

POSITIONS
- Chair in Medicine

1

- Chair in Nursing

1

^ = Indicates Exterior Dedication

$250,000
$250,000

PROGRAMS

NUMBER OF
OPPORTUNITIES

DONATION
AMOUNT

-- Nursing Services

1

-- Medical Services

1

-- Social Services

1

-- Dining Services (JNH & RNH)

2

-- Environmental Services

1

-- Activities (JNH, RH & W)

3

-- Resident Out-Trip (JNH, RH)

2

-- JGS Institute

1

-- Volunteer Services

1

-- Jewish Programming and Pastoral Care

1

-- Staff Education

1

-- Ties That Bind the Generations

1

-- Transportation Services

1

-- Minyan (Holiday Program) (JNH, RH)

2

-- Occupational Therapy (JNH)

1

-- Speech Therapy Services (JNH)

1

-- Alzheimer’s Support Group (JNH, RH)

2

-- In-Service Education

1

-- Bingo (JNH)

1

-- Rosh Hashanah Dinner (Holiday Program) (JNH)

2

-- Passover Seder (Holiday Program) (JNH, RH)

4

-- Chanukah (Holiday Program) (JNH, RH)

2

-- Volunteer Recognition

1

-- Monthly Birthday Party (JNH, RH)

2

-- Employee of the Month (JNH, RH)

2

-- Sukkot (Holiday Program) (JNH, RH)

2

-- Purim (Holiday Program) (JNH, RH)

2

-- Tu BiShvat (Holiday Program) (JNH, RH)

2

-- Israel Independence Day (Holiday Program) (JNH, RH)

2

-- Fourth of July (Holiday Program) (JNH, RH)

2

-- Thanksgiving (Holiday Program) (JNH, RH)

2

$250,000
$250,000
$180,000
$180,000
$180,000
$180,000
$180,000
$180,000
$180,000
$100,000
$100,000
$100,000
$100,000
$100,000
$75,000
$75,000
$50,000
$50,000
$36,000
$36,000
$36,000
$36,000
$25,000
$25,000
$25,000
$25,000
$25,000
$25,000
$25,000
$25,000
$25,000
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D E D I C AT I O N O P P O R T U N I T I E S ( L I S T E D BY VA L U E )

$2,000,000
Physical Space

- Rehabilitation Center^

$1,000,000
Physical Space

- Rehabilitation House (2)
- Promenade (Rehab)

$500,000
Physical Space

- Small House Neighborhood / Floor (Former A Unit JNH) (2)
- New Café (Promenade)

$250,000
Physical Space

- Entry Driveway^ / ”…. “ Way (JNH)
- Floor (RH) (3)
Position

- Chair in Medicine
- Chair in Nursing
Program

- Nursing Services
- Medical Services

$180,000
Physical Space

- Primary Major Donor Wall (JNH)
- Main Portico (JNH)
- Small House (Former A Unit JNH) (6)
- New Healing Garden^ - (Promenade)
- Playground^ (JNH)
- Alzheimer’s Garden^ (Ruth’s House)

^ = Indicates Exterior Dedication

Program

- Social Services
- Dining Services (JNH & RH) (2)
- Environmental Services
- Activities (JNH & RH & W) (3)
- Resident Out-Trip (JNH & RH) (2)
- JGS Institute
- Volunteer Services

$100,000
Physical Space

- Major Donor Wall (Rehab / Promenade)
- Dining Room (Rehab) (2)
- Living Room (Rehab) (2)
- Kitchen (Rehab) (2)
- Lobby / Vestibule (Rehab)
- Exterior Portico (Rehab)
- Café Kitchen (Promenade)
- Kitchen - Houses B1 & B2 (18 beds)
(Former A Unit JNH)
- Front Entry Garden^- 1 (JNH)
- New All Season Room- Garden Level (RH)
- Kosher Kitchen (RH)
Program

- Jewish Programming and Pastoral
Care
- Staff Education
- Ties That Bind the Generations
- Transportation Services
Holiday Program

- Minyan (JNH & RH) (2)

$75,000
Physical Space

- Wing (RH) (4)

--Executive Suite (JNH)
--Front Entry Garden^- 2 (JNH)
--Living Room (former A Unit JNH) (6)
--Dining Room (former A Unit JNH) (6)
--Dining Room - Garden Level (RH)
Program

--Occupational Therapy (JNH)
--Speech Therapy Services (JNH)

$50,000
Physical Space

--Therapeutic Gymnasium (Rehab) (2)
--Therapeutic Spa (Rehab) (2)
--Den (Rehab) (2)
--Elevator (Rehab)
--Mezuzah Main Entrance^ (Rehab)
--Gallery Corridors (Rehab) (4)
--Front Entry Garden^ (Rehab)
--Reflection Garden^ (Rehab)
--Terrace Garden^ (Rehab)
--Windows on the Green (Promenade)
--Café Coffee Counter (Promenade)
--Café Coffee Bar (Promenade)
--Café Large Seating Area (A) (Promenade)
--Kitchen - House A (10 beds) (former A
Unit JNH) (2)
--Private Dining Room (former A Unit JNH)
(2)
--Therapeutic Spa (Tub) (Former A Unit
JNH) (2)
--Elevator (former A Unit JNH) (2)
--Lobby Art Gallery (former A Unit JNH) (2)
--Chief Executive Officer’s Office (JNH)
--Financial Operations Center (JNH)
--Hospice Office Suite (Spectrum)
--Kosher Kitchen - Garden Level (RH)

^ = Indicates Exterior Dedication

--Solarium (RH)
--Elevator (RH) (2)
Program

--Alzheimer’s Support Group
(JNH & RH) (2)
--In-Service Education

$36,000
Physical Space

--Resident Room (Rehab) (24)
--Fireplace (Rehab) (2)
--Screened Porch (Rehab) (2)
--Mezuzah House (Rehab) (2)
--Medicine Office (Rehab) (2)
--Cascading Garden^ (Rehab)
--Café Small Seating Area (B) (Promenade)
--Café Sitting Nook - C & D (Promenade)
(2)
--Library Nook (former A Unit JNH) (2)
--Meeting Room (former A Unit JNH) (2)
--Art Gallery (former A Unit JNH) (6)
--Spa (Shower/Changing Area/Vanity/
Toilet) (former A Unit JNH) (6)
--Mezuzahs (former A Unit JNH) (6)
--Bocci Court^ (JNH)
--Chief Medical Officer’s Office (JNH)
--Vice President of Philanthropy Office
(JNH)
--Spectrum Executive Suite (JNH)
--Human Resources Office Suite (JNH)
--Marketing & Public Relations Office
(JNH)
--Barber / Beauty Shop (RH)
--Activities Room- Garden Level (RH)
--Movie Room- Garden Level (RH)
--Living Room- Garden Level (RH)

--New Café (RH)
--Reception / Mail Room (RH)
--Beauty Salon - Garden Level (RH)
--Garden^ (RH) (4)
--Large One Bedroom (RH) (8)
Program

--Bingo (JNH)
Holiday Program

--Rosh Hashanah Dinner (JNH & RH) (2)
--Passover Seder (JNH & RH) (4)
--Chanukah (JNH & RH) (2)

$25,000
Physical Space

--Laundry Room (Rehab) (2)
--Pantry (Rehab) (2)
--Pantry (former A Unit JNH) (4)
--Fireplace (former A Unit JNH) (6)
--Medicine Room (Former A Unit JNH) (2)
--Resident Room (former A Unit JNH) (48)
--Activities Director’s Office (JNH)
--Assistant Director of Nursing Office (JNH)
--Case Management Office (JNH)
--Development Office Suite (JNH)
--Staff Education Office (JNH)
--Nursing Home Resident Room (JNH)
--Care Manager’s Office- Garden Level (RH)
--Activities Office- Garden Level (RH)
--Resident Storage- Garden Level (RH)
--Bathtique / Spa- Garden Level (RH)
--Activities Director’s Office (RH)
--Director of Residential Care Office (RH)
--Nurses Office (RH)

^ = Indicates Exterior Dedication

--Wellness Office (RH)
--Fitness Room (RH)
--Window Seat (RH) (2)
--Resident Laundry Room (RH) (5)
--One Bedroom Apartments & Companion
Suites (RH) (52)
--Spectrum Administrative Offices (JNH)
Program

--Volunteer Recognition
--Monthly Birthday Party (JNH & RH) (2)
--Employee of the Month (JNH & RH) (2)
Holiday Program

--Sukkot (JNH & RH) (2)
--Purim (JNH & RH) (2)
--Tu BiShvat (JNH & RH) (2)
--Israel Independence Day (JNH & RH) (2)
--Fourth of July (JNH & RH) (2)
--Thanksgiving (JNH & RH) (2)

The JGS Family of Services

Leavitt Family Jewish Home
Ruth’s House – An Assisted Living Residence
Dedicated by Ruth and David B. Katz
The Ruth and Ralph G. Webber Family

Spectrum Home Health and Hospice Care
In the Nirenberg Health Administration Building

Wernick Adult Day Health Care Center
Dedicated by Dorothy and Zane Wernick

Genesis House

On the Harold Grinspoon Campus

JGS Program

The Frances B. Cohen Palliative Care Program

770 Converse Street,
Longmeadow, MA 01106

413-567-3949 x1612

shalpern@jewishgeriatric.org

On the Harry and Jeanette Weinberg Campus

WAY S O F G I V I N G

There are a variety of ways to make a significant gift to Project Transformation.
This material discusses some of the ways in which you can fulfill your
philanthropic interests and perhaps advance your personal and estate-planning
objectives while providing your support.
You can help in several ways: individuals, families, businesses, corporations, and
foundations can make donations through gifts of cash, securities, life insurance,
real property, life-income gifts, or other deferred-gift options. Gifts may also be
made as memorials or tributes to loved ones.

CASH GIFTS

IRREVOCABLE DEFERRED GIFTS

Of course, support through an outright gift of cash
or making payments subject to a pledge agreement
over several years is always a welcome option.
Cash gifts provide donors with an immediate tax
deduction for the full gift amount.

Irrevocable deferred gifts are those gifts in the form
of trusts, wills, contracts, deeds, and life insurance
whereby a donor has irrevocably transferred assets
(cash, securities, and/or real-estate) in such a way
that the remainder, or other interest intended for JGS,
is vested at the time of the gift. The donor receives a
charitable deduction for an irrevocable deferred gift
that is equal to the value of the charitable remainder
interest.

GIFTS OF SECURITIES AND SECURITIES
TRANSFERS

You may wish to consider the benefits of making a
gift of securities. Some donors find that a gift of this
type can provide significant tax advantages.
MATCHING GIFTS

Some corporations sponsor matching-gift programs
under which an employee’s charitable donation is
matched by a contribution from the corporation. In
this way, donors can easily leverage the value of
their contribution.
GIFTS OF LIFE INSURANCE

Individuals wishing to make a substantial gift to
support this effort may be able to accomplish this
goal through a gift of life insurance. If JGS is both
the owner and beneficiary and the gift is irrevocable,
the premiums are tax deductible. If the gift is a
paid-up policy with no additional premiums required,
there is an immediate tax deduction equal to the
replacement value of the policy.

LIFE ESTATE GIFTS

Life estate gifts are gifts of a residence, farm, or
vacation home. The donor receives a charitable tax
deduction at the time of the gift, and the donor
retains a life estate in the property (i.e. continues
to use the property for life). After the lifetime of the
donor, JGS receives ownership of the property.
CHARITABLE LEAD TRUST

The trust vehicle makes it possible to combine a
charitable donation with gifts to children or other
family members. A charitable lead trust passes
income to JGS for a specified number of years (i.e.
ten years), and at the end of term of the trust, the
principal is transferred to family members. The
charitable lead trust is commonly used to make
intra-family transfers of property with substantial gift
and estate-tax savings.

(Continued on back)

CHARITABLE REMAINDER TRUSTS

Charitable Remainder Annuity Trust

You may transfer assets in the form of cash, securities,
or property to a trust, naming a trustee or trustees to
manage the assets. The trustee(s) make distributions in
accordance with your wishes as expressed by the terms
of the trust. The trust could distribute income annually
to you and, if specified, to a second beneficiary such as
a spouse or child. Following the deaths of the primary
and secondary beneficiaries, the assets held in the trust
would be transferred to us.

An annuity trust pays a fixed amount to the
beneficiary annually. For example, you transfer
$50,000 worth of low-yielding securities to an
annuity trust. The trust stipulates that you receive
$4,000 annually. The trust is obligated to pay the
$4,000 each year with any income overage added
to the trust principal. Conversely, if the trust earns
less than the stipulated $4,000, the shortfall
would be made up by invasion of the principal. The
beneficiary is guaranteed a $4,000 annual income
as long as the trust has assets.

Because these trusts are irrevocable, they offer certain
advantages: no capital gains tax is associated with
the transfer of the gift that funds the trust; assets are
managed by a professional, such as a bank; and, in many
cases, the trust will produce substantially more income
than was produced by the assets used to create the trust.
For example, low-yielding securities are transferred
to the trust and sold to purchase higher-yielding
securities while avoiding all capital gains tax. Charitable
remainder trusts can provide lifelong income for you or
for loved ones while allowing you to make a significant
contribution to our work. There are two basic types of
charitable remainder trusts:

BEQUESTS

The donor makes a provision in his or her will for
JGS. Bequest and trust arrangements often allow the
donor to provide significant and meaningful financial
support for an area of interest above and beyond what
may be possible for a current gift. Such gifts are very
important to our long-term future and are encouraged
in conjunction with a current gift. We are grateful for
all gifts by bequest and would be pleased to work
with a donor to ensure that such bequests can receive
campaign credit.

Charitable Remainder UNITrust
A unitrust pays the beneficiary a fixed percentage of
the trust assets valued annually. The dollar amount
paid to the beneficiary depends on the performance
of the trust’s investments. For example, suppose
you create a 7% charitable remainder unitrust
and transfer $50,000 to the trust. The beneficiary
would receive $3,500 ($50,000 x 7%). If the assets
of the trust appreciated during the second year to
$60,000, the trust would pay the beneficiary $4,200
($60,000 x 7%). Should the assets in the trust
depreciate in future years, the amount paid would
decrease. The value of the charitable deduction for
income tax purposes is based upon 1) the amount
of the gift, 2) the percentage payout selected by the
donor, and 3) the age of the beneficiaries.

DONOR COUNSEL

Donors are advised to consult their legal/financial
counsel before planning their gifts. Such counsel can
help the donor make the largest possible gift at the
least possible net expense to himself or herself. Personal
financial circumstances vary considerably and must be
considered in order to receive maximum benefit from
existing tax laws.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

Our Future Vision Task Force recognized the changing consumer needs and
expectations, and identified five priorities that the Jewish Geriatric Services Board
of Directors unanimously approved for Project Transformation. The estimated total
to complete all of these projects is $20,000,000, of which our fundraising goal is
$9,000,000. Project Transformation projects include:
1. CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW, STATE-OF-THE-ART
SHORT-TERM CARE/REHABILITATION CENTER,
DESIGNED IN THE SMALL HOUSE MODEL OF CARE

The Small House design will create a space that is a
home, not an institution. Each house will provide for 8-12
residents, each with his/her private bedroom, bathroom
and shower. Rooms will be well-appointed with internet
access, a flat screen television, wireless call systems, and
modern furnishings. The private bedrooms will open to a
comfortable living room, dining room and small kitchen, all
with a manageable, open floor plan. There will be no long
hallways, nurses’ stations, or visible equipment. A soothing
ambience will be created with a fireplace. Screened
porches will make the outdoors easily accessible. A small
working kitchen at the center of the house will provide
delicious meals served family-style at a single dining table.
There will also be an adjacent kosher cafe and outdoor
courtyard, so patients may enjoy the therapeutic benefits
of being outdoors and have an additional area to visit
with family and friends. A rehabilitation gym with cutting
edge equipment, along with private consultation and
rehabilitation spaces, will be close by.
Project Costs: $10,325,000
2. CONVERSION OF THE TWO A-UNITS OF THE
LEAVITT FAMILY JEWISH HOME, INTO THE SMALL
HOUSE MODEL OF CARE

Project Transformation will permit us to renovate two
of our five units to the Small House model of care. By
creating an easily accessible, central living, dining, and
activity space for smaller groups of 8-12 residents and
their caregivers, we can continue our transition to persondirected care and remain the skilled nursing care provider

of choice. The innovative, effective renovation of the
nursing home will include:
• Private, personalized, homelike living quarters with
individual climate controls.
• A central living room/study/multipurpose area that
promotes independence while supporting community
activities.
• An open kitchen and dining room with a large table
where family style meals will be served.
• Elimination of the old nursing stations and creation of
care clusters in each small house.
• Access to exterior gardens and sitting areas.
• Carts and medical equipment stored out-of-sight.
• Consistent, cross-trained staff for each house.
Project Costs: $7,000,000
3. UPGRADES AND ENHANCEMENTS TO RUTH’S
HOUSE ASSISTED LIVING FACILITY

The architectural firm of Perkins Eastman has worked
with JGS to develop a plan that will address the following
issues, resulting in a refreshed and upgraded Ruth’s House,
supportive of the highest quality of life for our residents.
Upgrades to central common areas include:
• Finish and lighting upgrades to reception, atrium, dining
room, and country kitchen.
Upgrades to the Garden floor include:
• Adding heat to Enclosed Porch area, creating a much
needed four season activities and public space.
• New hair care salon.
• New carpeting.
• New dining room floor.
(Continued on back)

• New kitchen cabinets, flooring and finishes.
• New furniture.
• New chairs in activities and dining areas.
• Upgrade outside hallway leading to the outside garden
including new furniture and the addition of heat.
• Upgrade selected lighting.
• New memory boxes.
• Upgrade and expand fixtures in the laundries.
• Repair all walls and doors.
Upgrades to the traditional floors include:
• New carpeting and wall covering.
• New furniture and artwork.

• Expansion and specialization of services will enable more
elders in our community to “age in place,” and will help meet
the growing demand for dementia and memory care services.
Co-locating the medical day health and dementia program
will enable operational efficiencies such as sharing staff,
space and equipment.
• Expansion and relocation will permit us to offer a specialized
program for those dealing with dementia and early
Alzheimer’s Disease.
• Expansions and enhancements will enable us to build “cues”
into the environment, which encourage dementia patients to
have mastery of their environment and may maintain their
independence for longer periods of time.
Project Costs: $675,000

• Upgrades to lighting.
• New window treatments for upstairs movie room.
Project Costs: $1,000,000

Grand Total:
$20,000,000

4. UPGRADES AND ENHANCEMENTS TO THE LEAVITT
FAMILY JEWISH HOME
A NEW WORLD OF CARE

Upgrades to common areas include:
• New finishes and carpeting in Welcome Center and “Main
Street” areas.
Upgrades to New York and C-Unit include:
• New carpeting and wall coverings.
Upgrades to Rehabiliation Center:
• New rehabilitation equipment.
Project Costs: $1,000,000
5. UPGRADES AND ENHANCEMENTS TO WERNICK ADULT
DAY HEALTH CARE

• Relocated adjacent to the former Family Medical Care practice,
this area, over 7,000 square feet, will be renovated and will
house both the traditional medical adult day health program
as well as a new dementia program.

